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This is where the buyer “ becomes aware of a difference between a desired 

state and an actual condition” (Pride et al, 2010). Because the buyer will be 

in need of a mobile phone contact and due to the fact that it is an inelastic 

service for him, this stage will not be long. This is because the contract is 

almost a necessity for him and it will not take him very long to realise that it 

is about to end. Even though this stage can be the shortest, it can be argued 

that it is the most important of them all, as without it, there wouldn’t be a 

process of buying a good or a service in the first place. 

At this particular stage a buyer will gather information (if needed) to buy a 

specific good or service. Because the buyer in this case will be tied into a 

lengthy contract, there will be a risk involved in this buying process. Due to 

this the information search is likely to be a lengthy one. The buyer will be 

using both internal and external information sources to help him with his 

decision making. Although not much, but important information will be 

gathered from internal sources like past experience and memory. 

Due to his bad service experience with his current network provider and 

insufficient minutes and texts at his disposal, the buyer will have some vital 

information. External information will also have great influence in his 

decision making process. Since many people are sceptical about 

advertisements, we a are more likely to trust reviews of friends and family 

since they will “ tell us if the product is good, or bad, and as a result we’re 

more likely to believe their recommendation” (Berger, J, 2013). 

Due to this it is vital for companies to focus on providing products of high 

quality at competitive prices rather than only marketing the product. Figure 
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2 shows that the majority of people aged between 25 and 34 have an Apple 

Smartphone. Since the buyer falls within this category, we presume that his 

friends do so too, and because of the word of mouth, the buyer will probably 

look into the possibility of purchasing a contract with an Apple iPhone 

included in it. Figure 3 shows the brand the brand recommendation of 

different network providers. 

The figure shows that O2 and EE are the only 2 providers that are 

recommended by people. Considering all the figures used in this report to be

true in our case, the buyer will be likely to get a mobile phone contract with 

either O2 or EE and an Apple smartphone included within the contract. This 

is the stage where the buyer will consider the possible purchases available to

him, for example, choosing between different brands. As explained above 

most people within his age have an Apple iPhone and therefore the chance 

of him getting one too is great. 

This is an extremely important stage which marketers should take advantage

of because it is the last step where they will be able to change the buyers 

mind. Marketers should give buyers demonstration, introduce special 

packages and provide testimonials. The buyer in this case, will evaluate 

which particular phones meet his needs of entertaining him during travel to 

work, capture high quality memories of his family. This stage will not be very

extensive as he is most likely to go with reviews from friends and family who 

are most likely to recommend O2 or EE and an Apple iPhone. 

Having acquired all the information research, recommendation and 

evaluation of alternatives, this will be a short process for the buyer to go 
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through. This stage will give the buyer the option to either buy the product 

or service online via the internet or in store. At this stage, the buyer will try 

to seek reassurance to justify his purchase to avoid the experience of “ 

cognitive dissonance”, where the buyer feels guilt and disappointment after 

his purchase. 

It is essential that the sellers give the buyer a sense of assurance after the 

transaction, especially in this case, where the buyer has a cooling down 

period of 14 days. Within these 14 days he can change his mind about the 

product and service and ask for a refund, hence it is vital for the network 

provider to offer an excellent after sales service, which might eventually 

contribute to the rising statistics of the word of mouth recommendations. To 

be able to attract the buyer talked about in this report may be challenging. 

This is due to the fact that he is a well-off person with enough disposable 

income to choose for the best service and product. So if one simply has it, it 

will attract this customer whereas providers such as 3 and T-Mobile, who 

haven’t got the best recommendation score as shown in figure 3, will have a 

hard time challenging the well recommended brands. They will have to 

mainly concentrate on the Product part of the marketing mix, which in this 

case is the network service quality, to attract this particular buyer. 

The Place will not be an issue to network providers and promotion will have 

little effect on this buyer as he is mainly influenced by other external sources

such as family and friends. Similarly, Price will not be of huge importance too

due to his well-off status. On the other hand, the Product might have not 

been a big factor at all if the buyer wasn’t very stable financially and the 
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Price would have easily exceeded the Product in that situation. This shows 

that for marketers to be successful, they will have to surpass in all 4 P’s in 

order to provide for all different types of buyers and increase their market 

share. 

To conclude, to satisfy this particular buyer, one has to have the best 

reputation available in the market. Since the figures showed that he is likely 

to be convinced by friends and family when doing his information search, he 

will hear recommendations of only reputable brands and will hear negative 

comments about bad services. Since he has got a complex buying behaviour 

to the mobile phone contract, he will be paying more attention to brands 

recommended to him and this underlines the importance of reputation even 

more. 
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